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Abstract 
We give an algorithmic method to compute a minimal system of generators for I, in the 
general case of a subsemigroup Sofa finitely generated abelian group, such that Sc~(- S) = {0}. 
© 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 20M05 
O, Introduction 
The description of minimal systems of generators for the defining ideal I of 
a semigroup ring has been considered in several papers. A first main reference is [11]. 
The most earliest publications deal with the special case of a numerical semigroup 
generated by r positive integers. One can find an explicit minimal generating set for 
r = 3 in [11], for r = 4 in [3, 16], and r = 5 in [7]. For  a general r, in [10], such 
a system is given by means of an equivalence relation on the monomia l  terms. 
A similar equivalence relation appears in [3] to give a characterization of all minimal 
generating set of binomials. 
A more recent reference is [13] where a special kind of semigroup in N" is 
considered, the simplicial semigroups. The author determines the generators of 
I explicitly, in the case of Cohen-Macau lay  semigroup ring of codimension 2. 
In [8], a more general case of finitely generated commutat ive semigroups is dealt 
with. The authors consider the underlying graphs of the simplicial complex zl,, [6, 7], 
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and characterize the connected components of the nonconnected Am. This forces 
a way to an algorithm to compute a minimal system for I. In specific situations, the 
computation of a minimal system for I allows applications to the computation of 
Graver and universal Grobner bases [22]. The rest of the simplicial structure of the 
A,,'s is used to describe higher-order syzygies as shown in [6, 4]. 
The purpose of the present paper is to study completely an algorithmic method 
(based on the method in [8]) computing a minimal system of binomial generators for 
I, in the general case of a subsemigroup S of a finitely generated abelian group, such 
that S•( -  S) = {0}. The existence of such an algorithm was stated in [8]. 
The essential advantage of the considered method is that the number of generators 
of S is a bound for the vertex number of the graphs (simplicial complex) Am, for any 
rosS (compare, for example, with [10] where all the monomials of degree m are 
considered). Moreover, our method can be applied not only to numerical semigroups 
but also to subsemigroups of 77" or more generally to subsemigroups of 77"0 T, where 
T is a torsion group. Note that in the torsion case (where I is not generally a prime 
ideal) no former references appears to the literature. 
In Section 1, we give some results about semigroups that we need in the following 
sections. In Section 2, we give an exposition of all the results which give rise to the 
characterization f all the minimal generating set by means of the generating tree for 
A,, [7]. In Section 3, we recall the explicit construction which appears in [8], and we 
add in Sections 2.6, 3.6, 3.7, 3.9 and 3.10, the steps one must take in the construction. 
Some of the results in [8] are reformulated, because we have introduced new 
combinatorial e ements in Section 3.2, that allow understanding of the concept of "to 
be aritmethically m-isolated" by means of the vertices of some ladders. We have also 
introduced the concept of "m-chain" that allows us to apply by recurrence Theorem 
1 in [8]. Now one can understand the integers appearing in the particular solutions in 
[11, 3, 16, 7], by mean of the vertices of some ladders. In Section 4, we attack the 
problem of computing the vertices of the ladders. Finally in Section 5, we apply 
everything to give the algorithm to describe a minimal system of homogeneus 
binomial generators for I. 
1. Generalities on semigroups 
Let S be an abelian semigroup with zero element. We shall denote by G(S) the 
associated abelian group, i.e., 
/"7"N 
G(S) = ~ 77. m/H 
where H = (1 .(m + m') - 1.m - 1.m'lm, m' e S}. I fS is a finitely generated semigroup 
then, by construction, G(S) is a finitely generated group. 
Let us consider the semigroup homomorphism i :S-+ G(S) defined by i(m)= 
1.m + H. The pair (G(S), i) satisfies the following universal property: 
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Let G be an abelian group and let j :  S --* G be a semigroup homomorphism. Then, 
there exists a unique group homomorphism q6: G(S) --, G such that 4 o i = j .  
The semigroup S is said to be cancellative semigroup if and only if m + n = m + n', 
m, n, n' ~ S implies n = n'. One has that S is cancellative if and only if the semigroup 
homomorphism i is injective. 
In the same way, the semigroup is said torsion free if and only if p.m = p.rn' with 
p ~ N, m, m'e  S, implies m = m'. I fS is a cancellative semigroup, then S has no torsion if 
and only if the abelian group G(S) is so. 
From above fact it follows that S is cancellative if and only if S is isomorphic to 
a subsemigroup of an abelian group and, moreover that S is cancellative and torsion 
free if and only if it is isomorphic to a subsemigroup of a free abelian group. In case 
that S is a finitely generated the above statement is also true with finitely generated 
abelian groups instead of abelian groups. From now on, we will only consider finitely 
generated semigroups. 
Let S be a cancellative finitely generated abelian semigroup with zero element and 
G a finitely generated abelian group with S c G. Let {nl . . . .  ,n,} c S be a set of 
generators for S. Let T c G be the torsion subgroup of G, let F c G be a finitely 
generated free subgroup of G such that G = FOT.  Then F is isomorphic to the free 
abelian group G/T  via the projection homomorphism G ~ G/T. For  every n~G 
denote by n F, n T, the elements respectively in F and T such that n = n F + n T. Also 
denote by S v (respectively S r) the subsemigroup of F (respectively T) given by the 
elements nt (respectively n r) with n ~ S. 
Proposition 1.1. With the above notations, the followin9 conditions are equivalent: 
1. There exists a map L : S -* ~ such that 
(a) for all m,m' ~S, L(m + m') = L(m) + L(m'), 
(b) for all m~S - (0}, L(m) # O. 
2. There exists a map L : S -~ ~ such that 
(a) for all m, m' ~ S, L(m + m') >_ L(m) + L(m'), 
(b) for all m ~ S - {0}, L(m) # O. 
3. S¢~( - S) = {0}. 
4. S¢~ T = {0} and SF¢~( - S r) = {0}. 
5. n ¢ o, Vn S -- {0} and S = {0}. 
Proofi 1 ~ 2: It is obvious. 
2~3:  Let rn~S~( -  S), m #0.  Then, we have that 
L(O) = L(m + (-- m)) > L(m) + L ( -  m) > O. 
So, if n ~ S - {0}, L(n) = L(n + O) >_ L(n) + L(O) > L(n), which is contradiction. 
3 =>4: Since S¢~T is a semigroup of the finite group T, S¢~T is also a group, so 
every n~Sc~T satisfies n~S¢~(- -S)  and hence n =0 by 3. In the same way, if 
n = n v + n T ~ S, and n v ~ sF¢~(-- S F) then one has a.n = a.n ~ for some integer a > 0, so 
a.n ~ S¢~(-  S) and a.n = 0 by 3 and hence n v = 0. 
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4~5:  It is obvious as i fn = n F -t- nT i s  with n e = 0 then neSnT.  
5 ~ 1: The fact that S p c 7/" and Sect( - S ~) = {0} imply that 0 is the only element 
in the cones generated by S r and - S r, so there is a Z-linear function L r : 7/" --. 7/such 
that Le (n F) > 0 for every ne s S e, n F # O. Now define L : S -* N by L(n) = LF (nr). It is 
clear that L satisfies the requirements in 1. [] 
Let S be a cancellative finitely generated abelian semigroup with zero element, such 
that Sc~(- S) = {0}. Let  {nl . . . . .  n,} ~ S be a set of generators for S. 
Let k be a field, let k[S]  be the semigroup k-algebra associated to S, and let 
R = k [X1  . . . . .  X,] be the polynomial ring in r indeterminates. We denote by 
m = (XI . . . . .  X,) the irrelevant maximal ideal of R. We denote by Z ' ,  where 
= ((~1, " "  , ~r) ~ ~r  the monomial X~' . . .  X~ r, I f f c  R, f = ~F,~, a,Z ~ with a, ~ k, we 
write 
DN( f )  = {?K~[a~ # O} 
the Newton diagram o f f  
k[S]  is in a trivial way as S-graded ring, k[S]  = @, ,~sk[S] , ,  with k[S] , ,  = kin, 
m being the symbol of m s S in k IS]. We also consider R as an S-graded ring, assigning 
the degree ni to X,. Thus R = @m~sRm,  and m = ~=,  Xi .R  = @,,#oR, . ,  where Rr. 
is the k-vector space spanned by all the monomials of degree m. 
Proposition 1.2. For all m ~ S, the k-vector space Rm is f in i te dimensional. 
Proof. We need to prove that, for all m ~ S - {0}, the number of different expressions 
m=cqnl  4- ... 4-C~qnq, q~N,  cq~N--{O}, n ,~S-{O},  l= l , . . . ,q  
is finite. But this is equivalent to proving that, for all m c S, the value 
l(m) = sup{q~N [3m, . . . . .  mqES -- {0), m = ml + "" + mq} 
is finite, since, the fact that S is a finitely generated semigroup implies that, for a fixed 
q e N, the ways of different writing m ~ S is finite. 
For it, let L be the map given in Proposition 1.1 and let m~S.  If we have that 
m = ml + ... + mq, with misS -  {0}, then 
q <_ L (ml )  + ... + L(mq) = L(m) 
so, L(m) is an upper bound of q. This fact implies that l(m) is finite. [] 
Remark 1.3. Note that the condition that every Rm is finitely dimensional is in fact 
equivalent to those in Proposition 1.1. Moreover, the function 1 in the proof of the 
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above proposition is a concrete function satisfying 2 in Proposition 1.1, namely it is 
the infimum of those functions atisfying 2 in Proposition 1.1. 
Proposition 1.4 (Nakayama lemma). Assume that S is a cancellative finitely generated 
semigroup with Sc~(- S) = (0}. With notations as above, if Q is an S-graded R-module 
such that mQ = Q, then Q = O. 
Proof. Assume that Q # O. Then, there exists m~S such that Q,. # O. Let f be 
a nonzero element in Q,, Since Qm = (mQ)m, we can write f=  P ~.s = 1 Xs  .fs # O. This 
implies that Xt . f i#O,  for some t with l_<t_<p, so, we have that f :~O and 
deg(ft) = m - n, eS  - {0}. Then Qm-,~ ¢ O, and so m - n, ES and L(m - n,) < L(m). 
Now, repeating the argument with Q~_,t instead Q~ and continuing in this way one 
would get a sequence of elements in S with decreasing L-value which is a contradic- 
tion. Thus, one has Q -- O. [] 
The k-algebra epimorphism, 
~o: R ~ k IS], 
defined by q0(Xi) = ni, is a graded homomorphism of degree zero. Thus, the ideal 
I = ker(cp) is a homogeneous ideal that we shall call "the defining ideal of the semigroup 
S", or simply "the ideal of S'. 
Let us denote Vo := I /mI.  For each rueS, set Vo(m) := Im/(mI)m. By Proposition 1.4 
a finite set of homogeneous elements of I generates I if and only if their classes in V0 
span Vo as k-vector space. Thus, minimal sets of homogeneus generators of I are those 
sets of homogeneus elements giving rise to bases of Vo. Moreover, each such a minimal 
system has exactly dimk(Vo(m)) elements of degree m, for every m ~ S. In particular, 
taking into account hat R is a noetherian ring one has that Vo is finitely dimensional 
and, hence, one has Vo(m) = 0 for all except finitely many values of m. 
Let A := {1 . . . . .  r}. For any m~S,  we consider the abstract simplicial complex on 
the vertex set A, introduced in [5], 
A~ = {A c A im - nAES}, 
where n A = ~i~An l .  We denote by Hi(Am) the k-vector spaces of the augmented 
homology for A,, with values in k, and/~(Am) the associated Betti numbers. 
In [5] it is shown that the k-vector space/4~Am) is isomorphic to the space V~(m) of 
ith syzygies of degree m in the minimal resolution of k [-S] seen as graded module over 
R (Notice that from Proposition 1.4 one has that there exists a graded over S minimal 
resolution for every graded R-module of finite type.) In [4] the isomorphism between 
/¢i(A,,) and V~(m) is explicitly constructed. In this paper we will only need the above 
isomorphism for i = 0, since we only consider generators for the semigroup ideal, 
i.e., 0th order syzygies. Thus, in the next section, we will describe the isomorphism 
for the case i = 0 and use it to study the minimal set of homogeneous generators of I 
consisting of binomials. 
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2. M in ima l  sets of  b inomia l  generators 
As above, let S be a cancellative finitely generated abelian semigroup with zero 
element such that Sc~(-  S) = {0}. Let nl . . . . .  n, a system of generators of S and k IS] 
and R as above. 
If M is a monomia l  of degree m in R, then M=N~=X~ . . . .  Xff  with 
~7=1 "fini = m6S.  So, the support of M, 
Supp(M) := {i e A 17i 4 = 0}, 
belongs to A,, and, in particular, it is contained in a single connected component  of A,,. 
Conversely, if A e Am and A is maximal, i.e., if B ~ Am and A ~ B implies A -- B, there 
exists a monomia l  of degree m whose support is A. 
On the other hand, if C c Am is a connected component  of Am, it is possible to write 
m = Y4~cTtn~ with "/~ ~ N. This writing is, in general, nonunique, but it is possible that 
there is no writing where all the elements belonging to C appear, i.e., "/ i¢ 0 for all i e C. 
Lemma 2.1. Let  M and M'  be monomials of  degree m ~ S. The fol lowing conditions are 
equivalent: 
1. Supp(M) and Supp(M') are contained in the same connected component o f  Am. 
2. M - M'  6 (mI)m. 
Proof.  
1 ~2:  Let C c Am be the connected component  such that 
Supp(M)wSupp(M')  c C. 
If Supp(M)nSupp(M' )  :~ 0, we have that there exists i andfe lm_,~,  1 < i < r, with 
M - M'  = Xi f .  Then M - M'e(mI)m. Otherwise, we can find monomials  M1 = M, 
M2 . . . . .  Mt = M', with 1 > 2, such that 
- Supp(Mi) c C if 1 <__ i < 1, and 
- Supp(M~)c~Supp(Mi+ 1) ~ 0 if 1 < i _< 1 - 1. 
So, for any i, 1 < i < 1 - 1, M~ - Mi+ 1 ~ (mI)m. Now, it is enough to remark that 
1 1 
M -- M '  = ~ (Mi - Mi+ x). 
i=1 
2 ~ 1: We may assume without loss of generality that there exists s _< r and there 
existsf~eI,  1 _< i _< s, such that 
M-  M'  = X l f l  + "" + X , f , ,  
and any partial sum is not zero. 
Let i, 1 _< i _< s. If M* c DN(X~f~), then ie Supp(M*). Therefore, the support of any 
element belonging to DN(X~f~) is contained in the same connected component  of Am 
that we denote by C(i). We may assume without loss of generality that M e DN(X l f l ) .  
Since Xlf~ e l ,  DN(X l f~)  :~ {M} and therefore there exists M~ E DN(X l f l )  - {M}. If 
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M~ = M'  the result holds. Otherwise, since MI¢DN(M-  M'), we may assume 
without loss of generality that there exists sa, 1 < s~ _< s such that 
- MaeDN(X i f l )  if 1 < i _< sl, 
- M ICDN(2~ 1Xif/). 
As a consequence, for any i, 1 _< i <_ sa, C(1) = C(i). 
Now, since ~ '~,  X, f~e I  - {0}, there exists Mz ~ DN(~ X~f~)-  {M}. Again, if 
M2 = M' the result holds, Otherwise, since M2¢DN(M-M' ) ,  we find s2, sl < 
s2 <_ s, such that 
- M2eDN(X I J i )  if sl < i ~< s2, 
$2 - M2¢DN(Z~:  1X~f~). 
As a consequence, for any i, 1 _< i < s2, one has C(1) = C(i). Now, it is clear that the 
result follows by recurrence, because the sequence s~ < s2 < ... that we are construct- 
ing has s as an upper bound. []  
Let m e S - {0}. Now, we recall the construction of H~(Am). Set 
A,  = {AeAmlcard(A)  = n + 1}, 
i.e., that faces of Am of dimensions n. Let 
C_ ~ (4,3 := k0 ~ k, 
C.(Am) := @ kA. 
AeAn 
For each A e A1, i.e., for each segment in Am, we fix an orientation on it. We define the 
following k-linear mappings: 
6o :Co(Am)~C- l (dm) ,  0o(A)=I  VAeAo;  
01: CI(Am)--+Co(zlm) , 01(A)= {b} - {a} VA = {a,b}¢A1,  
when the orientation chosen in A is the orientation given by the ordering a < b. 
Then denote by Zo(Am) := ker(?o) and Bo(Am) := Im(Ol), we have 
-~o(am) = Zo(Am)/Bo(Am) 
It is well known that if c = ~e~Ao),pP E Co(Am) then one has c ~ Zo(Am) if and only if 
~V~Ao2V = 0 and that c~Bo(Am) if and only if one has that for every connected 
component C of Am, Y~pEc':-r = 0. Thus/7o(A m) is the number of connected components 
minus one. 
Theorem 2.2. For all rueS - {0}, one has a canonical isomorphism FIo(Am) ~- Vo(m). 
Proof. For  each vertex P of Am, i.e., PeAo ,  we choose a monomial  Mp of degree 
m such that P c Supp(Mv). For a given ceZo(Am), we have that c = y~v~Ao 2pP with 
2pek ,  as y~VEao 2p = 0. Then c* = Y~l,~Ao2t, Mpe lm.  
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The class of c* module (mI),~, [c*], does not depend on the election of Mr. In fact, if 
M'p is another monomial of degree m which support contains P, then Me - M), s (mI)m 
by Lemma 2.1. So, 
2eMe-  ~ 2vM'pe(ml),~. 
P~Ao P~Ao 
It is clear that we have a linear mapping from Zo(Am) to Vo(m). Moreover, note that if 
c = ~,I(A), for some A e A1, then there exist Pa, P2 e Ao such that c = P2 - P~. Since 
A~A~, there exists a monomial M of degree m such that A c Supp(M). If we put 
Me1 = Me2 = M, then c* = 0, and hence [c*]. It follows that the above mapping we 
obtain a linear mapping 
~:/lo(Am) ~ Vo(m), given by ~U([c]) = [c*], 
where [c] represent the class of c module Bo(A~), 
The map ~ is surjective. In fact, iff~Im thenf  = yM~r2MM, where T~ is the set of 
monomials of degree m and y~M~r~2M = 0. For each M e Tin, take P,u E Ao such that 
P.u c Supp(M) (which exists as m ¢ 0). Now, if we set c = y'M~r).MPM and Mp~ = M, 
we obtain c* =f  
Also ~ is injective. In fact, let C=~e~Ao;tpPeZo(Am) such that c* =ff2v~ao 
2eMv ~ (mI)~. We will prove that c ~ Bo(A,,). For it, take a connected component C of 
d~. Since c*~(mI),, one has 
}oeMe = c*= ~ Xifi 
PeAe i = 1 
withf~e Ira_,,, 1 < i < r. Now iff~ ¢ 0, all the monomials in DN(X~f~) have support in 
the connected component of {i}, thus collecting in both members of above equality of 
all the monomial terms with support contained in C we have 
2eMe= ~ X i~s l  
PeC {i]~C 
and hence ~v~cLe = O. This shows that c~Bo(Am) as required. [] 
Corollary 2.3. Let  N c I be a minimal set of homogeneous generators of I, then one has 
1. card(N) = y~m~s~o(Am). 
2. ~o(Am) = card(Nm), where 
Nm = {f~ N I deg(f) = m}, 
for all m ~ S. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.4 we know that N is a minimal system generators of I if and 
only if its elements module the ideal mI are a base of Vo. So, card(N) = dimk(Vo). But, 
dimk(V0) = Y~,,~s dimk(Vo(m)), with card(Nm) = dimk(Vo(m)). The result follows from 
Theorem 2.2. [] 
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Above result shows that in order to find minimal sets of generators of I one should 
look in the degrees m with nonconnected A,,. Let us show how to find such systems. In 
fact, since I is an ideal generated by binomials, namely those in the set ~ given by 
~.~ := ~'/  __ 71nl = 3inl 
i=1  
we will describe the minimal sets of homogeneous generators which are binomials 
(minimal binomial sets of generators in brief). 
Let m e S with h'o(A,,) # O, and let ~ c ~) be a subset of binomials of degree m. We 
consider the following graph with vertices the connected component of Am: If b ~ ~;, 
b = M-  M', we take an edge with endpoints the connected components which 
contain Supp(M) and Supp(M'). We shall say that N is a generating tree for Am, if 
card(N) = h'o(A,,) and the associated graph is a tree in the usual sense with 
s = h'o(Ar,) + 1 vertices, i.e., if it is a connected graph with s vertices and s - 1 edges. 
We shall say that the generating tree is reduced if 
= U DN(b) 
be,~ 
has cardinal equal to/7o(dm) + 1. In other words, a generating tree is reduced if each 
one of the connected components of d,, is represented by a single monomial with 
support on it. 
Lemma 2.4. Let N = {bl . . . .  ,b~_:} a reduced generating tree for A,,, s = ~o(A,,) + 1, 
and let J# = {M1 . . . . .  Ms} be the set of monomials uch that 
J/g = U DN(b) 
b~ 
Assume that M1 belongs to only one DN(b). Then, for any i, 2 <_ i <__ s, and for any j, 
1 <_j <_ s - 1, there exists luE{O, 1, - -1}~Z such that 
s -1  
M1-  Mi = ~ lijb i. 
j= l  
Proof. Let Ci be the connected component containing Supp(Mi). By assumption C 1 is 
a root of the associated tree, so Ci can be joined to C1 by a unique path in the tree, so it 
is obvious that the binomial M1 - M~ is a summation of terms of type _+ b~ each 
j appearing at most once. [] 
Theorem 2.5. Let ~ c ~.  The following conditions are equivalent: 
1. q3 = Um~s~m where N,, is a generating tree for Am if ~'o(dm) # 0, and Nm = 0 
otherwise. 
2. N is a minimal set of generators of I. 
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Proof. 1 02 :  Since card(f¢)= ~,,~s/70(A,,), it is enough to prove that if rueS with 
go(A,,) v ~ 0 and f~ I  is homogeneous of degree m, then, f i s  a linear combination of 
elements belonging to f#,. module mI. For it, note that from Lemma 2.1, we may 
assume without loss of generality that ~,, is a reduced generating tree for A,,. Then, 
if s =/70(A,,) + 1 and C~ . . . . .  C~ are the connected components of A,,, then 
fgm = {bl, . . . ,b~-l} where 
=/[ = ~ DN(b)= {M 1 . . . . .  Ms} , 
with Supp(Mi) c Ci, for any i. We may assume that, for any i, bi = M1 - M i+b by 
Lemma 2.4. Then, it is enough to prove that if fE I is homogeneous of degree m, then, 
f is a linear combination of elements belonging to ,:t¢, module ml. But it follows from 
Lemma 2.1. 
2o1:  Let ~,, = {b~ldeg(b)= m} where m~S.  Since card(~,.)= go(A,.), it is 
enough to prove that if rueS and go(Am) ¢ 0, then N,, is a generating tree for A,.. Take 
m e S with/~o (A,,) 4= 0. We denote by ~ the set of the connected components ofA,,, and 
J¢/= Ub~m DN(b). Now 1 follows from the following facts: 
(a) VC ~c-g, 3M~/ /such  that Supp(M) c C. 
(b) The graph ~,, with vertex set c£ is connected. 
To see (a), note that from Lemma 2.1 we may assume that if M, M 'e  J4, and there 
exists C~C~ with Supp(M)wSupp(M' )  c C, then M = M'. Now, if CE~ is such that 
Supp(M) ¢ ~ for every M ~./¢/then the graph with s - 1 edges .aYm avoids the vertex 
C and, therefore, it should contain a cycle. But this is contradiction, since f# is 
a minimal set of generators of I. To see (b) one has the same argument: if N,, is not 
connected, since it has s - 1 edges it follows that at least one of its components has 
a cycle, which is contradictory. [] 
Note that this proposition is a characterization f all the minimal sets of generators 
of I contained in 2~, and that they are more general than Proposition 2 in [10] and 
Theorem 1 in [3], because [10, 3], consider only the particular case of a numerical 
semigroup. 
Remark 2.6. To obtain a minimal set of generators of I we shall do the following: 
1. Determine the m e S with/~o(A,,) ~ 0. (Note that if/7o(A,,) :~ 0, in A,, there exists 
a connected component of cardinality less than or equal to the integral part of r/2.) 
2. For any m~S with g0(A,,)50, determine monomials M1 . . . . .  Mp of degree 
m with Supp(M~) c C~, where C1 . . . . .  Cp are all the connected components of A,.. 
Take ~m = {M1 -- M2 . . . . .  M1 - Mp}. 
3. Take .~ = l,)~,,. 
The set binomials f6 is obviously a minimal set of generators of I, because of 
Theorem 2.5. 
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Example. Let S = (na = (1, 0), n 2 : (1, i ) ) c  77®7//2Z. It is easy to see that the 
unique nonconnected A,, is obtained for m- - (2 ,0 ) - -2n  I : 2n2, which has two 
isolated points. Then, I - - (X  2 -  y2) .  Note that if one allows torsion, then the 
definition ideal is not prime in general. 
Theorem 3.11 includes the Proposit ion 2 and the Theorem 1 in [8], which are 
explicit descriptions of the elements me S with /~o(A~)4:0 and the connected com- 
ponents of Am whose cardinality is a given integer q. Hence, the construction will 
become a explicit one. 
Remark  2.7. If we denote by N the number of minimal systems of generators of 
I contained in ~ up to sign (i.e. not to distinguish between a binomial b and - b), then 
from Theorem 2.5 it is clear that 
N= l-I N=, rneS, 
£, (Am) ~- o 
where for every m, N~ is the number  of generating trees up to sign. 
Let rues such that/7o(A,,) ~: 0 and set s := go(A,,) + 1. Since the number of labeled 
nondirected trees with s vertices is s ~-2 [-19], then if C~ . . . . .  C~ are the connected 
components of A~ and T,, denotes the set of monomials  of degree m, then one has 
Nm = s s -  2 ~[  r,n~ ' 
i=1 
where r,., := card{M e Tm[ Supp(M) c Ci}. Note that the computat ion of the car- 
dinality of T,, and the integers r,,~, is not a trivial problem [22]. 
3. Nonconnected A='s 
As above, let S be a cancellative finitely generated abelian semigroup with 
Sc~(-  S) = {0}. Let nl . . . . .  nr be a system of generators of S and denote by A the set 
{1,2, ... ,r}. 
! i Notation 3.1. Let 7' = (7'1 . . . .  ,7,), 7 = (71, ... ,Tp) E [~P, we write 7' < 7, if 7i < Yi for 
all i, 1 < i < p, and 7 io < 7io for at least one io. 
Notation 3.2. Let A = {il, . . . ,  iv} c B c A with A 4= 0 and B 4= A. We denote by 
• E(A, B), the set of all the elements ('&, ...,',,/p)e ~P such that 
1. ?i j, # 0, for any j, 1 _< j _< p. 
2. It is possible to write 
P 
Z 71jHij = E pint' 
j = 1 teA 
with p, e ~ and Pc # 0 for at least one t ~ B. 
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. E (A ,B) := E(A, B) + ~P = { ' /+ 6[ ' /~E(A ,B)  and 6~v}.  
• vE(A, B) := {?~E(A, B)[y is minimal for <}. 
We shall say that the element of rE(A, B) are the vertices of  the ladder E(A, B). 
Remark 3.3. Dickson's Lemma shows that card(rE(A, B) )< + ~ and that if 
rE(A, B) = {~q, ... ,7~}, then 
[~(A, B) = Q) (7, + NP). 
i=1  
Definition 3.4. Let m~S,  and let A = {il, -.., ip} c B ~ A with A -¢ 0 and B ~ A. We 
shall say that A is m-isolated f rom A -- B, if the following conditions are satisfied: 
1. It is possible to write 
P 
m = ~ ?'ijnij = ~ptnt  
j :  1 tCB 
with ?i; Pt ~ N, and 70 ~ 0 for every j. 
2. (?,~ . . . . . .  7~,)~vE(A, B). 
"' ' = {11 . . . . .  1~} c A with A' 4: A. 3. (71 . . . . . .  ~)¢E(A ,B) ,  for each A' 
The following lemma shows that if A is m-isolated from A - B, then there does not 
exist any edge of Am which joins a vertex in A with a vertex in A - B, whence the 
name. 
Lemma 3.5. Let  m ~ S, B c A, B v a A and A c B m-isolated f rom A -- B. Then, there is 
no edge o f  Am which jo ins a vertex in A with a vertex in A - B. 
Proof. Set A = {il . . . . .  ip}. Let us suppose that {il, t} is a edge of A,,, with tCB.  Then, 
there exists 7ij, Oh E ~, 7ij 4: O, 1 < j ~ p, 1 <_ h <_ r, such that 
(71~ -- 1)hi, + yi2ni2 + ... + "2ivni v ~ (t~t -]- 1)nt + ~ ~in i  . 
i~t  
Now set "/'i, := ?ix - 1 - f i i l ,  7'0 := "/ij - 61j, 2 < j  < p and 
Z' := {ijl 1 < j  < p, 7'O > 0}. 
It is clear that A' is not empty. But, the condition 2 of Definition 3.4 says us that 
card(A') 4: p and the condition 3 says us that card(A') ~ p, which is a contradic- 
tion. [] 
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Remark  3.6. If rueS and A = {il . . . . .  ip} = B c A with A ¢0  and B ~ A, to deter- 
mine whether or not A is m-isolated from A - B, we can do the following: 
1. If it is not possible to write m = ~tc~nPzn~, PtE N,  the answer is not. If it is not 
possible to write m = ~t~APtnt, with Pte N -- {0}, the answer is also not. Other-  
wise, determine rE(A,  B) and set 
V := ()'i . . . . . .  ~/i~)~vE(A,B)lm = ~ "/ijnij • 
j= l  
2. For  any A' = {ll . . . . .  l~} = A, A' :A A, determine vE(A', B). 
3. For  any ()'~1, .-. ,7~;)~ V and for any (V't . . . . .  ,7't)~vl=(A ', B), if (V't . . . . .  ,71) -< 
(Yt~, . . . ,  ?'0, set V := V - {(~,~ . . . . . .  ~ ~;)}. 
After finishing, if the set V = 13, then the answer is no. Otherwise, the answer is yes, 
and if (?,~l, . . . ,  "/~) ~ V, M = X~' ..- X~;, is a monomia l  of degree m with Supp(M) -- A. 
Remark  3.7. If A = { i l  . . . .  , ip} c B = A with A ¢ 0 and B 4: A, to find the elements 
m e S such that A is ar ithmetical ly m-isolated from A - B, we can do the following: 
1. Determine vF(A, B). 
2. For  any ()'~1, . . . ,  )'i~) ~ rE(A,  B) take m := }~= 17ijnij and determine if A is or not 
m-isolated from A - B. (We can use Remark 3.6.) 
Definition 3.8. Let m ~ S, and let A c B c A with A =# 0 and B ¢ A. We shall say that 
T1 . . . .  , Tg c A is an m-chain isolated A from A - B if the following condit ions are 
satisfied: 
1. A = ~=IT j .  
2. T~ is ar ithmetical ly m-isolated from A - B, for each j, 1 _< j <_ O. 
3. T f~T i÷ l  ¢0,  for all j, 1 < j_<9-  1. 
Remark  3.9. If rueS and A = {il . . . . .  iv} = B c A with A # 0 and B ¢ A, we can 
determine if there exists or not an m-chain isolating A from A - B, by recurrence on 
the cardinal i ty of A. It is enough to note that 
1. If p _< 2, it is equivalent o determining if A is or not m-isolated from A -- B. 
Therefore we can use Remark 3.6. 
2. If A is m-isolated from A - B, then there exists an m-chain isolating A from 
A-B .  
3. There exists an m-chain isolating A from A - B if and only if A = AlWA2 with 
AI~A2 ~ 0 and there exists an m-chain isolating Ai from A -- B, for i = 1, 2. 
Remark  3.10. If A = {il, . . . ,  ip} c B c A with A v a 0 and B # A, to find the elements 
m eS  such that there exists an m-chain isolating A from A-  B, we must do the 
following: 
If p _< 2, it is equivalent to finding the elements m ~ S such that A is m-isolated from 
A - B, therefore we can use Remark 3.7. 
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If p _> 3, do: 
For g = 2 to p - 1 
for any A~ c A with card(A~) = g, determine 
M~ := {meSIThere xists an m-chain isolating A1 from A -- B}. 
fo rh :=min(g - l ,p -g )  to 1 
For  any D c A~ with card(D) = h 
A2 :=A -D  
for any m ~ M1, if there exists an m-chain isolating A 2 from A -- B, then 
M = 
Determine M'  := {m ~ S JA is m-isolated from A - B}. 
M:=MwM' .  
After finishing, the elements in M are the m e S we are looking for. 
Theorem 3.11. Let C c A with 1 _< card(C) = q < r - 1, and let m~S. Thefollowin 9 
conditions are equivalent: 
1. C is a connected component of  A m and rio(A,,) # O. 
2. There exists an m-chain isolating C from A - C. 
Proof. I ~ 2: We shall prove that if T is a maximal face of C, then T is m-isolated 
from A - C. 
If T = {ix . . . .  ,ip} is a maximal face of C, it is possible to write 
m = ~'ilni~ + "" + ' / i  vni v 
with 77~, # 0. From the fact that A,, is not connected there exists a monomial  of degree 
m with support contained in A - C. So, the first condition in Definition 3.4 holds. 
On the other hand, it is also true that (,/~ . . . . . .  7ip)~E(T, C). Let us suppose 
(,/i . . . . . .  -/'ip)~E(T,C) and (-/'i,, ...,7ip)<(7i . . . . .  ,71). Assume put, for example, 
,/'i~ < ,/i~ and 
p 
Z ::',,n,, = Z ;;nj 
j= l  jq~ T 
with &o # 0 for some jo¢~C. Then, m- n l , -  njo~S, i.e., {il,jo}~Am. But it is not 
possible because C is a connected component. So, the condition 2 in Definition 3.4 
holds. 
Let T '  = {11, ... ,Is} c T, T '  # T, and assume that (St, . . . . .  7l)~g'(T', C). Then, 
there exists (-/11, .. . ,  771s)~ E(T' ,  C) such that 
(';i~, . . . ,  ~is) <- (,/,1 . . . . .  ,/,). 
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Now, set 
~" ~ pjnj {ljnlj 
j= l  jeT'  
with PJo v~ 0 for somejo ¢ C. Then, m - ng - nj0 e S for any i e T -- T' .  This is a contra- 
diction with the fact that C is a connected component of Am. So, the condition 3 in 
Definition 3.4 holds. 
Now, it is enough to take T1 = T and Tj successive maximal faces of C with 
T/~Tj+ 1 ¢ O. (Note that the face Tj can appear several times). 
2 ~ 1: Let T1 . . . .  , Tg be an m-chain isolating C from A - C. It is clear that C 
is connected. The Lemma 3.5 says us that there is no edge of A,. which joins a vertex 
in C with a vertex in A - C. So, C is a connected component of Am. Now, since 
Tj is m-isolated from A-  C, condition 1 in Definition 3.4 says us that A,, is 
nonconnected. []  
Now, it is clear that Remark 2.6 provides us with a explicit construction of 
a minimal system of generators for the ideal of S. 
In the special case of card(A) = 1, one can connect the set vE(A, B) with some 
integers appearing in the particular solutions for numerical semigroups (r = 3 in [11], 
r = 4 in [3, 16], and r = 5 in [7]). To show it, we need first to introduce some new 
notation. 
Notation 3.12. Let i~B ~ A, B ~ A. We denote by ~i(B), if it exists, the smallest 
natural number such that 
cxi(B)ni = E pjnj ,  
with pj e N and pj ~ 0 for at least one jCB. 
In the case B = {i}, we denote by 7i := ei({i}). 
Remark 3.13. There exists e~(B) if and only if E({ i} ,B)¢ 0, and in this case 
vE({i},  B) = (o~i(B)}. 
Corollary 3.14. Let i ~ A and m ~ S. The following conditions are equivalent: 
1. {i} is an isolated point of Am and ff~o(Am) :/:O. 
2. There exists ~i and m = ~ini. 
Proof. Note that if {i} is m-isolated from A - {i}, the first condition in Definition 3.4 
guarantees us that E({i}, {i}) ¢ 0. But then, because of Remark 3.13 and the second 
condition in Definition 3.4, we have that there exists :q and m = :qn~. Trivially, the 
third condition in Definition 3.4 holds. []  
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Remark  3.15. Let m eS and AcBcA with A#0 and B-~A.  Assume that 
card(A) _> 2 and A is m-isolated from A -- B. Keep the notations as in Definition 3.4. 
Then, from the third condition in Definition 3.4 for s = 1 and Remark 3.13, we obtain 
that if the integer %(B) exists, then ?"ij < %(B). 
Example. In this example we assume that S c ~. We may assume, without loss of 
generality, that S is a numerical semigroup, i.e., g.c.d. (n~, ... ,n r )= 1, and that 
{ni, . . . ,  nr} is a minimal set of generators of S. In spite of that, we do not use these 
restrictive conditions. 
Now, since S has a conductor, the integers :q(A) exist for all A c A with 
card(A) _< r - 1 and ieA.  Therefore, by Corol lary 3.14, if i~A,  there exists a single 
nonconnected Am where {i} is an isolated point, A .... , 
Assume that r = 3, S = (n~, n:, n3). Denote mi = c~ini, i = 1, 2, 3. We find three 
cases;  
Case 1. If ml = m2 = m3, there exists a single A,, nonconnected, A,,,, which has 
three isolated points. Then, the set 
,~ = {X~ 1 - -  X~ 2, X~ 1 - -  X~3}, 
is a generating tree for Am~, and therefore ff is a minimal set of generators of 1. 
Case 2. If m~ = mj ~ m~, where {i,j, k} = {1, 2, 3}, there exist two nonconnected 
complexes, namely A,,, and d,,~. The connected components in A,,, are two isolated 
points, {i} and {j}. A,,~ has also two connected components,  the isolated point {k} and 
the segment {i,j}. Therefore, it is possible to write mk= pini + &nj, with Pl, p ie  ~. 
Then, the set 
= - x ; , ,  - x f '  x?} ,  
is a minimal set of generators of I. 
Case 3. If m~ :# mj for all i # j ,  1 < i, j < 3, there exist three nonconnected com- 
plexes, A,,,, i = 1, 2, 3. For all {i,j, k} = {1, 2, 3}, a,,~ has two connected components,  
the isolated point {i} and the segment {j,k}, and it is possible to write 
mi -=- puny q- Plknk, where Pij, pike ~. Hence, the set 
= {xT '  - , x?  - xf,'x  - 
is a minimal set of generators of 1. 
Above one is exactly the solution given in 1-I 1]. In fact, Remark 2.6, generalizes the 
solutions given in [11] for r = 3, in [3, 16] for r = 4, and in [-7] for r = 5. 
4. Vertices of the ladder 
Keeping the notations as in the sections above, let us consider a finitely generated 
cancellative commutat ive semigroup S with Sc~( -S )  = {0}, and let nl, . . . ,  nr a system 
of generators of S. Also assume, for the sake of simplicity, that ni ¢: 0. 
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In this section we assume that the sets A = {ia . . . . .  ip} and B are fixed, with 
A ~ B ~ A, A 4:0 and B ~ A. We shall show how to determine rE(A, B). It is enough 
to determine recursevely the vertices of the elements of E(A, B) with some fixed 
coordinates. To carry out the recursive technique we need to give a solution to two 
key problems detailed below. 
Notation 4.1. Let A' ~ A, ~, ~ N p. We denote by 
• E (A', "/) = {fi E E (A, B) [ fl~ = 7~, for each i ~ A'}. 
• vE(A',7) = {f leE(A' ,7) l f l  is minimal for < }. 
Remark 4.2. It is evident that 
• E(0,7) = E(A,B), for each ~,~ NP. 
• E(A', 7) = E(A', ~), for each ~'~ E(A', 7) and A' ~ A. 
Lemma 4.3. Let A' c A, 7 ~ NP such that E(A', 7) 4: 0, ~/~ E ( A', 7). Let us consider the 
set  
F --- {~7}u vE(a'w{i) ,  ~ - j ' e l )  , 
it A' j 
where ei is the element in ~P having i-coordinate qual 1 and 0 otherwise. Then, 
vE(A', 7) -= {f l6F]f l  is minimal for < }. 
Proof. In order to prove the lemma, it is sufficient to show that F satisfies the 
following property: 
For each f leE(A,  B) there exists an element f l '~F such that fl' _< ft. 
Let fl be an element of E(A', 7). If ~ _< fl, there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, there 
exists an i~A - A' such that fl~ < ~z. Thus, fix = 5'~ - J ,  for some j, 1 < j  _< 71 - 1, so 
~ E (A'w {i), ~ - j" e3. Then, there exists an element fl' ~vE (A'w {i}, ~7 - j .  ~) such that 
fl' <_ ft. This proves the lemma. []  
Thus, above lemma shows how, by recurrence on the cardinality of A', to obtain the 
set rE(A,  B) one can proceeds as follows: 
1. For  any A' ~ A, to determine whether the set E(A', 7) is empty or not. In the 
second case, we are to determine an element of E(A', 7). 
2. To determine vE(A', "/) with card(A') = p - 1. 
Note that Steps 1 and 2, are respectively equivalent to solving the following integer 
programming problems: 
Problem 1: Let J1, Jz, J ' c  A, Jlc~J2 = O, J ' c  J2. Determine if there exist or 
not 7j~ N - {0}, for any je  J1, 7jE N, for any je Jz ,  and 7jo > 0 for at least onejo s J ' ,  
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such that 
~, 7i nj + a = ~ 7i n j, 
jeJt jeJ2 
where aeS is fixed. In the case of existence, find a solution (T j ) , jE J lWJ2 .  
Problem 2. Let iEA, J, J' c A, i(~J, J' c J. Determine if there exist or not ~ N - {0}, 
7i e N, for any j e J, 7jo > 0 for at least one Jo ~ J' such that 
,:21'1 i 4- a ~ 2 "~jl'lj, 
jeJ 
where a e S is fixed. In the case of there exists such c~, find the minimal one. 
Now, we will describe the solutions to both problems in case one has a concrete 
embedding of S into a finitely generated abelian group G = F • T, where F is a free 
abelian group and T a torsion group. 
A solution to Problem 1: Set J := JlwJ2. We consider the following linear system: 
" : ~ ~"i, (*) 
jeJ 
where 7j e Z for any j ~ J. 
Let 7 ~ 7/J. It is clear that T satisfies (,) if and only if 7 satisfies imultaneously the 
following two linear systems: 
.~ = Y~ ~inY (*)~ 
j~J 
j~J 
with 7j E Z, for any j • J. 
We consider the lattices 
He :-- (n~[j~J>, H,r : -  (nf  lj~J>. 
If a rc  He or a rc  Hr, we have finished as the problem has no solution. Otherwise, we 
can find particular solutions 7 F and 7 r of (*)E and (*)r respectively. Moreover, if we 
denote by 
the respective group homomorphisms given by 
~oe(7) = Y "' e ,j,, j ,  ~o~(7) = Z ~'J'(, 
j~J jeJ 
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then the general solutions of (*)F and (*)r are respectively ye + KF and 7 r + Kr ,  where 
KF := ker(q~v) and KT := ker(tpr). 
Now, we note that (7 r + Kv)c~(7 r + K T) # 0 if and only if ~v _ . /re KF + K r. Thus, 
if 7 v - 7 r ~ Ke + Kr, again we have finished as the problem has no solution. Other-  
wise, if yv - ?r = kF + kr with kveKv and kr~Kr ,  then 7 := 7 e -  ke = 7 r + kr is 
a particular solution to (,). Moreover,  the set "; + (Kvc~Kr) is the general solution 
to (*). 
In order to solve Problem 1, it is enough to determine if the set 
[7 + (KF~KT) ]~[ (N  - {0}y' × (N~ - {0} x Ns~-s')], 
is empty or not, and if it is the case, to give an element in it. 
A solution to Problem 2: We consider the following linear system: 
~n~ + a = Z ~snJ, (*) 
jeJ 
where c~, "/je~_,jeJ. 
Let ~ e Z and 7 e Z J. It is clear that (~, "/) satisfies (,) if and only if (~, 7) satisfies 
simultaneously the two following linear systems: 
enf + a e = Z 7J nf, (*)r 
jeJ 
=nT + a T Z . ,  T = ~jnj. (,)T 
jeJ 
Now, since n~ # 0 one has n~ r # 0. So in order to find a solution (c~, 3:) it is enough to 
find 7 because 7 determines ~. 
Consider the following four lattices: 
He := <nfl j~J) ,  Pr := <n/e>, 
nr  := (n~ljeJ>, er  := (nr>. 
I fa  r q~ HF + Pr  or ar~Hr + Pr, we have finished as there is no solution. Otherwise, we 
can find particular solutions yr and 7 r of (*)r and (*)r respectively. Moreover,  set Qp 
:= Hrc~PF and QT := Hrc~PT, and denote by 
qOF: ~_s ~ HF/Qr, qor : Z s -~ HT/Qr, 
the group morphisms defined by 
~0v(7) = ~ 7snf(mod Qr), q)r(?') = ~ ysnf(mod Qr). 
jsJ jeJ 
Then, the general solutions in 7 of (*)r and (*)T are respectively ),v + Kr  and ,/r + Kr ,  
where 
Kr  := ker(~0F), Kr := ker(q)r). 
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Now, as above, we note that (TV+ Kv)c~(7T+ Kt )# 0 if and only if 
7 v - 7T~Kr  + KT. Thus, if 7 F - 7TCKv + Kr, there is no solution. Otherwise, if 
7 F - 7 r = kv + kr with kv~Kv and kTeKT,  then 6 := 7 F - kv = 7 T + kT is a particu- 
lar solution in 7 to (,). Moreover, the set 6 + (KvC~KT) is the general integral solution 
in 7 to (,). 
Let 7 ~ 6 + (KpC~KT). There exists a unique ~F ~ Z such that (av, 7) is solution to (*)F. 
On the other hand, there exists aTe Y such that (~r, 7) is solution to (,)~. We have that 
a~- is unique module b, where b is the order of n T in the finite group T. Then, we 
consider the following mapping: 
~a : 6 + (KFnKT)  ~ 77 Q Z/bY_, 
given by 7J,(7) = (~F, aT). 
Set 
R := {(a, fl) ~ 77 • 77/b77 [ ~(mod b) = fl}. 
Now, in order to know if(,) has an integral solution and to find a solution, we need to 
known exactly if ~-  1 (R) is or not the emptyset. We note that ~u 1 (R) # 0 if and only 
if Ta(6)6im~0 + R, where ~o is the group morphism 
~a : KFnKT  "-~ 7/ G 7//bZ 
associated to the homogeneous form of the system (,). Moreover, if k E KvnKT is such 
that To(k ) -  7~0(6)~R, then p := 6 -  k~ 7J~- a(R), and the general solution to (,) is 
p + K, where K := 7% I(R). 
In order to solve not only the linear system (,) but Problem 2, we can introduce the 
usual scalar product and consider the following linear mapping: 
,/,:7#~Tz,~b(7) ~,  ~' v = ~j (n~'n~) .  
jeJ 
We note that if 7 ~ P + K, then its derived ~ is equal to 
~(7)  - a ~' n~ 
~('~) " -  n f  " n f  
Thus, ~ is positive if and only if 7 ~ L, where 
L := {7~ Zs[ q~(7) > aV'nf}  • 
Now it is clear that the existence of solution in Problem 
determining if the set 
P := (p + K)n(~ s - O× ~s-S')c~L 
is empty or not. Moreover, assume P # O. Then in order to find 
2 is equivalent o 
min {a(7) 17 E P}, 
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it is enough to find the integer 
min{~b(7) I ,~P}. 
So, the minimality in Problem 2 is equivalent to determining is the first value of d such 
that Pc~Ld ¢ 0 where d E Z, d _> a F. nf + 1 and Ld := {'/~ Z J [ eb(7) = d}. 
Remark 4.4. Assume that S is a subsemigroup of an abelian group G = F • T when 
F = Zh and 
T = 7//atZ • "'" O 7//akT/, 
where at . . . . .  ak are nonzero and nonunit integers. Then the free subgroup KFc~Kr in 
above solutions to Problems 1 and 2 can be computed by using arithmetics. In fact, for 
F and by n r an integer whose class v the pth component of nj any j, p, q denote by n jr 
module aq is the qth component of n y. Then Kv~KT in Problem 1 consists of the 
J-uples (Tj);~J for which there exist integers Pt . . . . .  Pk satisfying the following system 
of linear equations: 
r , ,  =0  fo r l<  <h,  nip/ j  -- p -- 
j~J 
nfqTj + pqaq = 0 for 1 _< q _< k. 
j~J 
In the same way KFCSKT in Problem 2 consists of those J-uples (7j);~J for which there 
exist integers c~, fi, Pl, . . . ,  Pk satisfying the system of linear equations given by 
nyvTj + c~nfp = 0 for 1 _< p _< h, 
jed 
E nrT j  d- ti nT + pqaq = 0 for  1 _< q <_ k. 
j~J 
Now, for such a homogeneous linear system, one can make a Gauss diagonalization 
over the integers the matrix system M, i.e. take invertible (over 7/) matrices Q and Q' 
and matrix D of the same size as M such that M = QDQ' where D is type 
d~ 
O 
where s is the rank of M, dt . . . .  ,ds~ 7 / -  {0} and each O means a matrix of zeroes of 
appropriate size. One could even choose that di's with the additional property that dl 
dl 
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divides di+ 1. But this is not necessary in our purposes. Thus, after base change via Q' 
the homogeneous linear system can be easily solved giving rise to a general solution in 
terms o f /=  p + q - s  integer parameters 21, ... ,2,. In particular, one gets an r x 1 
matrix C = (c j,) with entries in g such that 
l 
7 j= ~c j ,2 , ,  l< j _<r ,  
t= l  
are the parametrics of the elements of KFC~KT, i.e. the columns of C are a basis for 
KvC~KT. 
Note that it is also clear that particular solutions over 7/ for the equations of 
Problems 1 and 2 can be obtained by the above diagonalization procedure, and even, 
as seen before, one can consider the free and the torsion parts separately. 
Also note that since rank(KT) = card(J), it is clear that rank(KFC~KT) = rank(Kf) + 
rank(Kr)  - rank (KT + Kv) = rank(KF), so the number of parameters l is the same 
that the corresponding one for the free part. 
Finally note that if once a parametric solution is obtained for some concrete J, then 
the parametric solution for the problems associated to subsets J* of J can be derived 
from the one for J by imposing the conditions ?,j = 0, j ~ J - J*, on the parameters 2, 
and, now, as above it should be sufficient o diagonalize the corresponding submatrix 
of C. 
Now, to finish the section, one can summarize the results of the section to give an 
algorithmic method to compute the ladders. 
Theorem 4.5. With notations and assumptions as at the beginning of the section, the set 
vF(A, B) can be computed recurrently by the formula in Lemma 4.3 and solving a certain 
finite number of problems of type 1 and 2 (for the initial steps when card(A') = p - 1 in 
Notat ion 4.1). 
5. Getting minimal sets of generators 
Let S be a subsemigroup of an abelian group G = F • T when F = 7/h and 
T = Y/alZ • "'" O) 7//akT/, 
where a I . . . .  , a k are nonzero and nonunit integers. The theorem above gives rise to an 
algorithm to compute a minimal system of generators for the semigroup S. 
Now, we shall describe the algorithm. We shall denote by ~Zl, 7~2 the coordinate 
projections. If C is a component of A,,, m ~ S, we shall denote by Mc, ,, a monomial  of 
degree in with support contained in C. The symbol L J stands for integral part. 
Algorithm 5.1. 
Input: A set of generators for S, {nl . . . . .  n,}. 
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Output: A minimal systems of generators G for the ideal of S. 
fo rq~- i  to tdo  
for every C ~ A such that card(C) = q do 
D ~ Dw{(m, C) l there exists an m-chain isolating C from A - C} 
for every menl (D)  do 
Dm ~ {(m, C) l(m, C) ~ D} 
A' ~ A - Uc~(Dm)C 
if m = ~ plnl then 
leA' 
M "--X p 
G ~ G~{M -- Mc', m I C' e n2(Dm)} 
else let Co ~ ~z2(D~) be a fixed set and G ~ Gu{Mco, r~ -- Mc', m [C' e n2(Dm) -- 
{Co}} 
Remark  5.2. We determine the set D in Algorithm 5.1 using Remarks 3.10, 3.9, 3.7, 3.6 
and Theorem 4.5. 
Example. Consider the subsemigroup of 7/3 • Z/37/ generated by nl = (2, 0, 1, 0), 
n2 = (0, 1, 0, 1), n3 = (1, 0, 0, 2), n4 = (0, 1, 3, 0), n5 = (3, 0, 0, i), n6 = (1, 1, 1, i). Ap- 
plying above algorithm one sees that the values of m 6 S for which A,, is nonconnected 
are the following ones: 
tgn 3 ~ 3n5, 3n6 = 2n2 q- n4 + ns, 3ni + n2 = 3n3 + n4 + ns, 
2n~ + n 6 ---= 5n3 -k n4, 7n3 + n6 = nl + n2 + 2n5, 5n3 + 2n6 = 2n~ + 2n2 + ns, 
n5 + n6 = nl + n2 + 2n3, n~ + 2n3 + 2n6 = n2 q- n4 + 2n5. 
For each one of above elements As has exactly two connected components and 
each one the members of the equality, describing the element, is a linear combinat ion 
corresponding to a monomial  with support in the component.  Thus, a minimal system 
of generators for the ideal semigroup is given by 
{X 9 -- X 3, X 3 _ X2X4X5, X3X2 -- X3X4X5, X2X6 -- X5X4, 
X~X 6 -- X lX2X2,  5 2x3x  6 - X2222X5, X5X 6 - X lX2  x2, 
2 2 X2X4X~}. X1X3X6-  
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